Ethylene-induced opposite redistributions of calcium and auxin are essential components in the development of tomato petiolar epinastic curvature.
Calcium has been suggested as an important mediator of gravity signaling transduction within the root cap statocyte. In a horizontally-placed root, it is redistributed in the direction of the gravity vector (i.e. it moves downward) and its redistribution is closely correlated with auxin downward movement. However, the involvement of calcium in the regulation of ethylene-induced epinasty and auxin movement is not known. In this report, we examined the involvement of calcium in lateral auxin transport during ethylene-induced epinasty in an effort to understand the relationship among calcium, auxin, and ethylene. Ethylene-induced epinasty was further stimulated by exogenously applied Ca2+, the calcium effect being the strongest among divalent cations tested. Pretreatment with NPA, an auxin transport inhibitor, negated the promotive effect of calcium ions on the petiolar epinasty. Ethylene caused redistribution/differential accumulation of 45Ca2+ toward the morphologically lower (abaxial) side of the leaf petioles, an effect opposite to that of 14C-IAA redistribution. Verapamil, a Ca2+ channel blocker, inhibited ethylene-induced epinasty, as well as the redistribution of 14C-IAA and 45Ca2+. When the petiole was inverted in the presence or absence of ethylene, the direction of 45Ca2+ differential accumulation was still toward the morphologically abaxial side of the petiole during epinastic movement regardless of gravitational direction. These results suggest that gravity-insensitive, ethylene-induced Ca2+ redistribution and accumulation toward the abaxial side are closely coupled to the adaxial auxin redistribution/accumulation and, in turn, to the petiolar epinasty.